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0A.

$100,000
Do you want to trade


 FTMO Account?

If so, you are in the right place! Once you finish reading this e-book, you’ll be ready to


become a member of our Proprietary Trading firm.

Note: If you are seeing this e-book in your web browser, please hold CTRL/Command button while clicking on interactive links


- this will open them ina new tab and you won’t lose your reading progress.



Those times are gone!

This e-book is going to walk you through everything you need to know about our project and the benefits we 

provide to ourtraders. First, we will sum up the basic principles of our company. Then, we will transparently 

describe the trader’s journey stepby step, all the way up to the actual management of our FTMO Account. The 

Trading Objectives, technical solutions, methodsof cooperation – nothing is left out and there is no Fine-print 

or asterisks. We will also describe our key applications – AccountMetriX, Trading Journal, Statistical 

Application, Mentor Application and Account Analysis.

If you show us that you can trade and manage the risk, there is no need for you to risk your own capital.


We will provide it. And we will not stop there.

They say that for trading to be taken seriously, one needs a solid initial capital. 01.



02.We FundGoodTraders

01.

The FTMO Challenge is the first step of the 

evaluation process. You need to succeed here 

to advance into the Verification stage. Prove 

your trading skills and discipline in observing 

the Trading Objectives.

02.

The Verification is the second and the last step 

towards becoming the FTMO Trader. Pass the 

Verification and get ready to trade for our 

Proprietary Trading Firm.

03.

You are becoming a trader of the FTMO 

Proprietary Trading firm. Trade responsibly and 

consistently and receive 70% of your profits. If 

you consistently generate profits on your FTMO 

Account, we can scale your account according 

to our Scaling Plan.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DLObiJtKkM



Why FTMO ? 03.

One-time fee only 


(no recurrent chargers orother fees) (ratio 1:1 of losses vs profits)

The Best Trading Conditions


No limits or restrictions on your trading style Free Access our Trading Applications

No limits on the volume traded (lot size) Super-raw spreads and low trading commissions

No limits on tradeable instruments 


(Forex,Stocks Commodities, Indices, Crypto)

The fee will be reimbursed to you with thefirst 


profit withdrawal

A through account analysis for every


tradnig account

Metatrader4, Metatrader5


and cTrader

Trading on a popular 

 platforms



04.

FTMO


Challenge

FTMO


TraderVerification

There are two clearly defined steps you need to undertake to be able to trade for our Proprietary Trading firm.

We know that a good trader is not made by age or education, but by completely different


qualities such as discipline and strongwork ethic.

Every trader has the same conditions Nobody is given an advantage over anybody else

Funding Process

Join the team 


of our successful traders

If you are ready, accept our FTMO Challenge and become our FTMO Trader.

Link: https://ftmo.com/



05.

The FTMO Challenge is the first step towards trading for our Proprietary trading firm. In order for this simulated 

accountto be treated with respect, we require a fee in the amount of a fraction of the gained capital.

The key to success is simply to start.

account balanceThe second important step is to select the  

you will be trading in the FTMO Challenge.The amount of the 

initial balance will remain the same through all your trading 

accounts.

Don’t worry, the fee is returned 


together with the first paycheck.

First steptowardsthe FTMO Account:FTMOChallenge



06.

One Trading Objective will always be the same for all types of FTMO Challenges.

TradingObjectives

Standard AggressiveThere are two options –  and .


The difference is in the loss limits that are derived from the amount of the initial balance (IB)

Other Trading Objectives depend on the variant of the FTMO Challenge.

 With the FTMO Challenge balance of 50,000 USD - Aggressive version,the Maximum permitted daily loss is 5,000 USD (10% of 50,000),Maximum loss is 

10,000 USD (20%) and the profit target stands as 10,000 USD (20%)

Example:

Maximum Loss

Maximum Daily Loss

Profit Target

Trading Objective

10% of the IB

5% of the Initial Balance

10% of the IB

FTMO Challenge

20% of the IB

10% of the Initial Balance

20% of the IB

FTMO Challenge Aggressive

To meet this objective, you must trade for at least 10 days during the testing period.


At least one position must be opened in each of these days.

Minimum of 10 Trading Days




07.Why There Are Trading Objectives?

The minimum time to complete the FTMO Challenge is 10 trading days.



the Verification.



a new FTMO Challenge for free

Thanks to these Trading Objectives we are going to have a sufficient sample of trades to evaluate you.



We will also know that trader’s discipline is stable, as well as trader’s profitability, and, above all, we can be sure that bethe trader follows our risk 

management objectives. All of this means that Prop firm's capital is in the right hands.



After the 30-days testing period, the FTMO Challenge is over.



Or, as soon as all the Trading Objectives of the FTMO Challenge are met, you can start trading the Verification.



If all the above mentioned Trading Objectives are followed, then there is a second round for you to gothrough: 

If you meet all the Trading Objectives except the required profit target (regardless of whether that isFTMO Challenge or Verification) and your balance is 

positive at the end of the trading duration, we willgive you . If you violate any of the Trading Objectives, you need to take a 

new


FTMO Challenge to be eligible to become the FTMO Trader.



Regardless of your result at the end, you will always receive a detailed analysis of your simulated account,structured in the web-based format in your Client 

Area. This will include the equity curve, key trading statisticsfocused on improving profitability, Trading Objectives evaluation, and above all, a personal 

message fromthe traders of our company who will evaluate the strong and weak points and recommend what to improve to be able to jointhe ranks of our 

traders.



08.Second step:Verification

It is important for us to verify that completing the FTMO Challenge successfully was not just by luck.


There are two aspects in which the Verification differs from the FTMO Challenge.



The last test before we allow you to trade for our Proprietary Trading Firm is called the Verification.


Both are in favor of the trader.

Up to 60-days period


instead of the 30-days.

Profit target reduced by 50%, 


now being only 5% in the Verification.

The Verification is the second and the last step towards becoming the FTMO Trader.


Pass the Verification and get ready to trade for our Proprietary Trading Firm.

What are these two aspects?

$100,000 Are you ready to manage of 


The FTMO Proprietary Trading Firm?

If you are ready, accept our FTMO Challenge and become our FTMO Trader.

Link: https://ftmo.com/



09.Recap of the Trading Objectives

Just to make sure we are on the same page, we will recap the Trading Objectives.Two Trading Objectives are the same again for all the account types.

Other Trading Objectives differ according to the type of the FTMO Challenge.Everything else stays the same as in the FTMO Challenge, except for the required profit.

The value is derived from the initial balance (IB).

So in reality, you can become FTMO Trader in just 20 trading days.



Now you can start making commissions from FTMO Account..



If you pass the Trading Objectives sooner than in 60 days, the Verification will be marked as successful.



The minimum requirement is 10 trading days. 

Once all your Trading Objectives are marked as achieved, you will be contacted by us to formalize the details


of granting you the FTMO Account. 

If you meet all the Trading Objectives except the required profit target and your balance is positive, we will


give you a new FTMO Challenge for free. The whole process will get prolonged, but even so, it will be worth it.

Maximum Loss

Maximum Daily Loss

Profit Target

Trading Objective

10% of the IB

5% of the initial balance (IB)

5% of the IB

Verification

20% of the IB

10% of the initial balance (IB)

10% of the IB

Verification Aggressive

Maximum 10 Trading Days

Same Trading Objectives for all the FTMO Challenges



10.

Congratulations, the testing is over! Now the real game begins.

Done!FTMOTrader

The minimum Profit Target and the minimum percentage of the profitable days are removed.


The daily loss and maximum drawdown limits are still in place, as these are of course the most importantrules for every investor.

No strict Trading Objectives anymore!


These values depend on the amount of the initial balance (IB) 

Mainly due to technical, safety and legislative reasons, the management of the FTMO Account is as follows:

Maximum Loss

Maximum Daily Loss

Trading Objective

10% of the IB

5% of the Initial Balance

FTMO Challenge

20% of the IB

10% of the Initial Balance

FTMO Challenge Aggressive

You are still trading on the demo account, while your positions 

arecopied onto our live corporate accounts.You will receive 70% of 

profits reached on your demo account.

01.
The Initial capital and loss limits will be configured in the same


way as in the FTMO Challenge. After receiving the login and


password, you can start managing the capital of our company.

02.

If the trading month ends in profit, this profit iswithdrawn and the 

trader receives 70% of this profit.The reward will be credited to 

trader’s bank account orSkrill account.

03.
If you end a month in a loss, then obviously there is nothingto be 

withdrawn to send you.Nevertheless, you can continue trading 

normally as long asyou respect the existing rules. If you violate 

them, ourproprietary software will immediately suspend the 

account.

04.



11.

Earn evenmore -FTMOScaling Plan

Done!FTMOTrader

 scaling plan.

If you wish to trade with more balance, you can simply apply for another FTMO Challenge and trademore accounts.



Each FTMO Challenge needs to be traded from the beginning, irrespective of the progress on yourother accounts.



As we need to diversify our risk and funds exposure, we allow a maximum funds allocation of$300,000 per trader or per strategy, at any given time.This can be understood as 


3 accounts - each with $100k, or 6 accounts - each with $50k, etc.On the other hand, if you are consistently profitable on the FTMO Account, we will be happy toallocate additional 

balance as per our

FTMO Scaling Plan

Obtaining the funded FTMO Account does not mean that cooperationbetween the trader 

and our project will not develop any further.



Quite the contrary, our Scaling Plan lays out the principles ofbalance increments.



Bigger balance will allow the trader to trade bigger positionswhile not taking higher risk, 

yet reaching higher profits.



Remember, our project has the same goal as you.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2z4Om9dexU



12.Balance increments
Balance increments take place in four-month cycles.



For a balance increase, the trader has to gain at least 10 added percent points in four consecutive months(i.e., the average of at least 2.5% gain per month).



At the same time, at least 2 of these 4 months need to be profitable.          If the trader fulfils this, the initial capital will be increased by 25%.



Along with that, the basis for the calculation of loss limits will change and risk parameters will be loosened.



After another 4 months, if the trader satisfies the conditions of appreciation and the ratio of profitable months, he or she will gainthe possibility of further increase of the balance 

by 25% of the Initial Balance. Increments of balance have no ceiling.



The following table shows the ideal case of the development of a trader’s balance and risk parameters if he or she succeeds in the50k USD FTMO Challenge with standard risk 

parameters and fulfils the conditions for balance increments.

As you can see, already after a year and a quarter, the trader will have at his or her disposal twice the balance and twice the losslimits (this is true for any starting balance).





We believe that this service will encourage traders to consistent results and long-term loyalty.

4 Months

0 Months

8 Months

Elapsed Time

12 Months

16 Months

$3,125

$2,500

$3,750

Maximum Daily Loss

$4,375

$5,000

$6,260

$5,000

$7,500

Maximum Loss

$8,750

$10,000

$62,500

$50,000

$75,000

Balance

$87,500

$100,000



13.The Harder the Training, The Easier the Fight
Our Trading Objectives for managing the Prop firm's capital can be tried for free.



The only difference compared to the FTMO Challenge is the time period. In the Free Trial, the duration is 14 days only.





It is not possible to gain access to manage our Prop firm's capital by succeeding in the Free Trial, but you get something in return anyway.



Everybody who takes the Free Trial will also receive a short evaluation of the trading results.



Your results will be looked at with fresh eyes, so you will find out what the attributes of your trading are, what could be improvedand what needs to be changed so that the Trading 

Objectives are met to be able to manage our FTMO Account.

Start your journey with FTMO Today!

Link: https://ftmo.com/



14.The most popular 


retail trading platforms

We offer all clients the best trading solutions in the form of our 

MT4, MT5or cTrader accounts powered by data-feed source 

from multiple liquidityproviders.



We give you, our trader, the best account conditions with direct 

marketaccess, super-raw spreads, no markup and low 

commissions.

Special trading solution

70% Profit   /   No Losses   /   $100,000

Start Challenge here: https://ftmo.com/



Trading

Applications
Account MetriX   /   Account Analysis   /   Statistical   App   /   Trading Journal   /   Mentor App   /   Equity Simulator 

15. 16. 17.0A. 



15.TradingApplications

Account MetriX is an innovative and unique web application, which monitors 

yourprogress towards becoming the FTMO Trader.



The Account MetriX serves every trader undertaking the FTMO Challenge,Verification 

or Free Trial.



Thanks to this web application, you have a complete overview of the 

TradingObjectives. In the Account MetriX, you will also find a wide range of 

statistics,which every trader must know.

Account MetriX

As soon as we decided to create this project, we knew that we have to offer to 

ourtraders an unbiased look at their trading results.



Why? Because it does not matter if the trader is a beginner or a professional,another 

opinion is always invaluable.



For many traders, trading is also a lonely activity where many times, even yourclosest 

ones do not understand what you do on your computer for so many hours.



How do we prepare the Account Analysis? After your FTMO Challenge is over,


we’ll take all your trading data, including commonly unavailable data, and formulate


a number of indicators that could reveal places to optimize your strategy.

Account Analysis



16.TradingApplications

The Statistical Application will show you meaningful andnumber-based probabilities 

of market behavior that you can use to youradvantage.



Trade smarter and increase your profitability instantly.



For example, if the market trades a bit below the High of a previous session,and you 

know that in the past under the same circumstances, the market hasbroken the High 

of the previous session in 92% of cases, so either you will notbe trading short or you will 

go long to speculate on the High to be broken.

Statistical App

Keeping trading results is not one of the favourite activities of most traders, but itis 

easy with our Trading Journal.


All trades are stored in the journal automatically, you only have to write downyour 

thoughts and feelings about the trades.



Over time, you will discover a lot of interesting information to help you eliminatefuture 

trading mistakes. In addition to comments, you can assign screenshots forboth entry 

and exit of every single trade.



With retrospective analysis, you will experience every trade repeatedly. You willnot 

repeat the same mistakes anymore and you will move your trading to a wholenew 

level. At the same mistakes anymore and you will move your trading to awhole new 

level.

Trading Journal



17.TradingApplications

The Mentor Application is a unique application that helps traders to achieve 

betterresults through strengthening their discipline.



Our Mentor Application forces you to follow your own rules and risk-limits, it 

alsomonitors the Trading Objectives and has many useful features.



It works in the MetaTrader 4 platform.



Say no to overtrading and greed. Strengthen your discipline with the help of ourMentor 

Application.

Mentor App

Equity curves do not move in a straight line. The trader has to experience drawdowns. 



A good way to deal with randomness is to simulate any possible outcome.If you know 

that your strategy has drawdowns around 20% and you are just inan 11% drawdown, 

your strategy is still performing within your expecteddrawdown range.





The goal of Equity Simulator is not to calculate how much money you are goingto 

make in the future but rather, we want to look at every possible outcome andbe 

prepared for it.

Equity Simulator



18.FTMO AffiliateProgramme

The Forex market is crowded with traders who cannot develop their full potential and trading talent dueto lack of trading capital, psychological or other reasons.



Thanks to our Affiliate Programme, you can help these traders develop by letting them know about ourunique project. You will not be left without a generous reward, of course.



There are numerous forms of cooperation. Everything is governed by the terms of the Affiliate Programmewhich you can find along with the registration form below this text.



Once you are ready, you can just fill it in and send it to us. We will contact you and discuss specific stepsto be taken.

We will reward you for every FTMO Challenge orderedthrough your 

unique link.You will get 8% off the price of the FTMO Challenge,for 

every new client.

Reward for each recommended FTMO Challenge

01.

We will provide you with all the information, not onlyabout 

FTMO.com, but also a lot of information aboutForex and trading in 

general.

We will provide you with Materials

02.

Each partner has a unique URL link, referral code and


banners for their web site.

Different ways of Recommendation

03.

Why become our partner ?

JOIN NOW



19.Our Trading Performance Coach

Being a trader myself, I have been intrigued by the success of the few traders who are all 

tradingthe same market, looking at the same charts, and are using their individual strategies.



In my own journey, I understood that it boils down to the trader’s personal psychology.What we 

know can be different from what we do. Trading Psychology is the missing link betweenknowing 

what to do and getting the results that we want.



As a coach, I have integrated various methods from positive psychology, peak performance, NLP, 

andgeneral psychology to create a more holistic approach in helping traders reach their goals.



I travelled around the world and coached traders at different stages of their learning so they can 

achievetheir next level.

What can make a trader gain an edge from a highly competitiveenvironment?



Why do some traders consistently make money while others do not?



Celeste Rodriguez

Trading Performance Coach for all of our FTMO Traders

If you are ready, accept our FTMO Challenge and become our FTMO Trader.

Link: https://ftmo.com/en/psychologist/



20.Meet the FTMO team

Otakar Suffner

CTO & Co-founder

Marek Vasiček

CTO & Co-founder

Pavel Dušek

Analyst & Business 


Development

Jaroslav Spilar

Operation Support (German)

Filip Satoplet

Marketing & Sales

Khac Tu Nguyen

Operation & Investigations

+30

Baha Chbani

IT Specialist

Simon Sikora

Customer Support

Celeste Rodriguez

Performance Psychologist

Adam Bakay

SEO & Digital Marketing

Joyal Langoy

Customer Support

Amazing team members

Doing magic everyday

We are creating an international fund based on retail traders which will offer a diversified portfolio to investors 


and help traders beat their path to financial independence.



21.FTMO story

The awareness that 

professionalism can only be achievedthrough strong discipline in observing one’s own rules.



The idea to start the FTMO project, which was initially calledZiskejucet.cz, was conceived in 2014 in 

a small Prague office wherea handful of young daytraders, including the two future founders, 

joinedtheir forces.



You can see us in the picture on the right.



Each one contributed to one’s own trading system and different ideasabout money and risk 

management.



Despite our different approaches to trading, we have something incommon: 

By maintaining rigorous self-discipline one reaches a point where teamspirit and unobtrusive 

supervision of other traders form the backbone ofconscientious and successful trading.

Read the full story on Here:

Link: https://ftmo.com/en/about-us/



22.We FundGoodTraders

https://www.youtube.com/


watch?v=KA1M-jl5PUI&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/


watch?v=JA1-CbdIOAI&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/


watch?v=_kKvGHRZEFQ&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/


watch?v=JQamZENfwYc&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/


watch?v=529X4FOdPyU&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VT3NQsnxWJk



23.FTMO Reviews

Read more interviews and Articles 

at our FTMO Blog

Link: https://ftmo.com/en/blog/



24.FTMO in real life events

FTMO Trading Workshop in Berlin FTMO Team in Manila Philippines World of Trading 2019

Start your journey with FTMO Today!

If you are ready, accept our FTMO Challenge and become our FTMO Trader.

Link: https://ftmo.com/

2019 we won:



25.FTMO on social media

Daily insights to FTMO


life and much more on


our Instagram.

https://www.instagram.com/ftmocom/?hl=en

Stay updated about


everything newFTMO-related 


on ourTwitter Feed.

https://twitter.com/FTMO_com

Like our Facebook page


to see unique content


called “Trade of the Day”.

https://www.facebook.com/ftmocom/

Follow us onTradingView.

https://www.tradingview.com/u/FTMO/

Videos from FTMOrecordings, 


webinarsand much more on our


YouTube channel.

https://www.youtube.com/


channel/UCypUrEOeDRA5_uLMnKBVpZg



26.The 5 mostaskedquestions

We accept traders from all around the world. If you know how to 

trade good, that is all we care about.There is no other qualification 

required.

Who can join FTMO?

01.

You will trade the same amount of balance that you traded in the 

FTMO Challenge. If you traded with$100,000 in the FTMO Challenge, 

you will also manage $100,000 in the FTMO Account.

What balance will I trade as the FTMO Trader?

02.

Your trading style is completely up to you. We have no reasons for 

limiting or restricting your tradingstrategy, whether it’s 

discretionary trading, hedging, algorithmic trading, EAs, etc. We 

don’t even impose any limits on instruments or position sizes you 

trade.

Which instruments can I trade and what strategies am Iallowed to 

use?

03.

We know the turf and the trading industry very well. It took us some 

time and research to tailor andoptimize the best funding process 

conditions for our clients. Our major aim is that our traders have 

the best chances of succeeding. Simply said, if our traders are 

profitable, so are we.

Why is FTMO the best funding solution you can find?

05.

Sure we do! All of us at FTMO are traders too and we know the 

needs of our clients based on ourown experiences. We constantly 

develop new features, tools, applications and education 

contentfor our traders.

Besides funding, do you provide any other value for traders?

04.



Funding For

Serious Traders

The companies are registered by the municipal court in Prague, Czech Republic.

Opletalova 1417/25


110 00 PragueCzech Republic


ID: 09213651


VAT: CZ09213651

FTMO Evaluation Global s.r.o.


Vlkova 2725/34

130 00 PragueCzech Republic


ID: 03136752


VAT: CZ699005540

FF Trader s.r.o.



Opletalova 1417/25


110 00 PragueCzech Republic


ID: 09213741


VAT: CZ09213741

FTMO Evaluation US s.r.o.


ABOUT COMPANY

 support@ftmo.com


 +44 2033222983


8 a.m. – 5 p.m. CE(S)TMonday – Friday

Email:

Telephone:

Business hours: 

CONTACT US

 Opletalova 25, 110 00 Prague CZ


 Vlkova 2725/34, 130 00 Prague CZ

Office:

Business Address:

ADDRESS


